
Hello Paul 
 
Thanks for the links to the articles. 
 
Please bare in mind that crime statistics are challenging. Criminologists agree about this. Definitions 
and perceiptions of what constitutes crime, people's willingness to report, etc, etc. The numbers tell 
only part of the whole story. 
 
Many crimes go unreported, no-one has crime attempts statistics that I could find. Especially when 
crime prevention is done effectively you will see much less actual charges, but that does not mean 
the civilians and security people are not working very hard to prevent those statistics.  
 
Crime management has 4 D's, deter, detect, delay, detain. The earlier the intervention the better. 
This is an international way of looking at crime management. 
 
In my street alone I can site about 12 incidents in the past 4 years alone (in 2 minutes after asking 
my wife what she remembers - and I am sure we don't know most of it). Several of those would not 
necessarily be reported for insurance, plus people do not think "anything will come of it 
anyway".  This includes clothing stolen from the police Brigadier's washing line, his dogs were killed 
by poison, etc. One neighbour experienced 4 house breakins on the border of Middelvlei Farm in 
that time. 
 
I have lost count of all the times that perpetrators are detected in people's backyards and chased by 
civilian volunteers at night or early in the morning, even during day time (week days and weekends). 
 
This response does help deter a lot of potential crime too, but this costs people a great deal of effort 
and time in their personal capacity, often in the middle of the night. The fuel you drive out, the 
trauma of having to catch a person with a knife or gun (usually unaware). 
 
If you would like to really understand come with on a pursuit or even a police operation. They 
happen often enough. 
 

 


